Corrosion resistant alloy cladding
for the oil & gas industry using
a high-density Infrared fusion
cladding process
Corrosion resistant alloys (CRAs) are commonly used in the oil & gas industry to protect metal
assets in the exploration and production, refineries, and processing plants from corrosion.
A carbon steel pipe clad with CRA provides a highly economical alternative to the use of solid
CRA pipe. The high-density infrared (HDIR) cladding process is a high productivity fusion
process that offers a scalable alternative to laser and weld overlay, an easier to inspect and
install alternative compared to mechanical cladding, and a seamless weld-free alternative
compared to roll bonding for corrosion- and wear-resistant alloy claddings for manufacturing
CRA clad pipes. The HDIR technology uses a high-density infrared thermal source (an artificial
'sun' captured in a reflector) to rapidly melt, fuse, and metallurgically bond metal and
composite coatings on steel pipes, plates and bars at very high fusion rates. Current well
established processes for producing clad steels have product limitations and/or require large
capital investments to modify or expand capacity and offerings. HDIR fusion cladding offers
the product flexibility and low capital costs of laser or arc-weld overlay cladding process
but offers a higher purity overlay and much higher and scalable production rates. Cladding
deposited by HDIR process typically show a higher corrosion resistance, stronger metallurgical
bond, lower dilution, and lower porosity compared to conventional cladding technologies.
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2. Overview of the current clad
pipe solutions
While cladding carbon steel pipes is
cheaper than using solid stainless steel
alloy, the conventional technologies
used to produce clad pipe have several
limitations. Metallurgical clad

with low levels of dilution. A high intensity
broadband light is emitted from a HDIR
lamp (Fig. 3b) which is concentrated into
a line focus of 350-5700 W/cm 2 • The lamp
consists of two electrodes separated by
argon gas contained in water- cooled
quartz envelop. The high pressure argon
gas produces a high radiance output
when an electric current applied to the gas
column forms an arc . The heat input from
the lamp can be controlled to control the
phase and microstructure of the coatings.
Reducing the time and temperature of
fusion will slow down the hetero diffusion
and thus minimize the diffusion zones.
The arc lamp generates an intense,
indirect heat source capable of heating
the surfaces without the electrode and
Marangoni convective stirring effects
encountered in Gas Metal Arc Welding
(GMAW) and laser welding processes
leading to high purity overlays (lower weld
dilution from the base material). Different
alloys (625, 825, 316L), metallic glass,
titanium, molybdenum, copper, metal
matrix composites, and aluminum have
been fused by this technology.
The HDIR fusion cladding process is
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though a higher productivity
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diameter which require spiral
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not large enough to produce
longitudinally welded pipes
failure of weld is the single
most common reason
for pipeline leaks. The
mechanically lined (bi-metal)

pipe that now makes up
a significant portion of the
clad pipe market is lower
in cost than metallurgically
clad pipe, but provides only
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Fig. 3. (a) A HDIR laboratory cladding system; (b) a high-density plasma arc lamp; and (c) a process box with clad
coupon. The actual WIdth of th,s plasma arc lamp system is 20 cm while the effective thickness of each weld

metallurgically bonded
to the base metal.
The composition of
the coating (as applied
and after different
levels of grinding) is
presented in Table 1.
It can be seen that
the original SS316L
composition is
retained in the as
applied coating and
there was no dilution

Fig. 4. (a) Cross-sectional microstructure of a 2 mm thick SS316L coating fused by HDIR technology (b ) Surface
microstructure of a SS316L coatings fused by HDIR technology after ASTM A262 test.
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thickness and large-diameter limitations of

s. Next generation Structurally
Amorphous Metals (SAM) alloy
coatings fused by the HDIR
process
SAM alloys were primarily developed
under DARPA sponsorship and have

at production rates of up to a dozen 40-ft.

4. SS316L coatings fused
by the HDIR process

lengths per day per fusion system. This is

Coatings varying from 0.25mm to

the glassy metal phases along the grain
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Table 1: Chemical compositions of the 2mm thick SS316L coatings fused by HDIR method (as fused and at different levels
of grinding)
Coating

Fe

Cr

Mn

Ni

Mo

68.88

16.6

1.3

10.2

2.12

thickness (mm)

Composition of SS316L powder (Wt %)
Average Composition of coating (as applied) (Wt %)

1.9

68.8

17.625

1.275

8.9

1.775

Average Composition of coating (after 1. grinding) (Wt%)

0.42

74.44

13.27

1.19

9.38

1.43

Average Composition of coating (after 2. grinding) (Wt%)

0.115

75.83

12.64

1.07

8.88

1.34
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several areas, such as oil and gas, marine,
infrastructure, transportation, aerospace,
defense, energy, automotive, chemical and
petrochemical, nuclear, desalination , pulp
and paper, and several other fields without
the limitations of the current cladding
methods.
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